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SUSTAINABILITY MESSAGING
ROUND 1
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PERSONAS
WHO YOU WANT TO REACH
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“Our business is changing, and this 
is part of doing business. It’s 
important, but I would like it to be as 
non-painful as possible to us and our 
clients.” 

THINK
• EMO Trans is a leader and 

partner in sustainability
• EMO Trans is a catalyst for 

change across our industry
• They share our values on 

sustainability

WE WANT THEM TO THINK / FEEL / DO

FEEL
• Confident in partnering with EMO Trans
• Proud that they have set their company 

up for long-term success
• Admiration for EMO Trans thorough , 

sensible approach

DO
• Commit to a mode shift - marine vs air
• Use EMO Trans’ carbon calculator/scale
• Look to EMO Trans for leadership and 

support – checking in with us regularly for 
sustainability updates

• Advocate for EMO Trans to network

Persona #1

• Meet regulatory compliance mandates
• Comply with reporting regulations
• Stay as far away from trouble as possible. 
• PR - want to look good to the public
• Be viewed as reliable and trustworthy within the industry
• Connect with partners who themselves are reliable and 

trustworthy

GOALS/MOTIVATIONS

• Tight budget and limited resources
• Knowing how to measure their carbon footprint 
• Legal challenges/government implications
• Lack of education around sustainability
• Keeping up with reporting requirements –

automation could help, but right now it’s mostly 
manual

• Figuring out how to undertake carbon offsets

THEIR CHALLENGES

WHAT THEY THINK OF YOU NOW

• When I think “sustainability partner,” EMO Trans isn’t the 
first name that comes to mind. On the other hand, until 
recently I never really thought “sustainability partner.” 

• Curious about partner approaches to sustainability in 
wake of new EU requirements

• Personally, I am concerned about climate change and the 
environment. Professionally, I’m not sure how I can have 
a real impact. 

• Sustainability is expensive

Customers, Prospects & Partners
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PERSONA #2

GOALS/MOTIVATIONS

EMO Trans Employees

• Uneven speed to adopt sustainability initiatives 
across partners or clients

• Everyday experience suggests compliance is not 
a top OpX priority

• Few resources to aid sales conversations on 
EMO Trans sustainability roadmap. Feel ill-
equipped to serve as sustainability ambassador 
to clients.

THEIR CHALLENGES

WHAT DO THEY THINK NOW

FEEL
• They can be trusted as a company
• Confident in representing EMO 

Trans to customers and contacts
• I belong here
• They have shared values with me
• Relief – They have real solutions!

WE WANT THEM TO THINK / FEEL / DO

DO
• Know how to implement
• Improve their thoroughness
• Trust leadership decisions
• Be more aware of sustainability
• Use the carbon calculator/scale
• Advocate for EMO Trans

• Realize high rate of closure on pitches and sales calls
• Distinguish themselves in their job
• Meet compliance mandates
• Meet regulatory requirements
• Reduce carbon footprint
• Reporting requirements
• Work for company that makes a difference

• I don’t really know what EMO Trans is doing 
about sustainability, but I need to be able to 
answer client questions on it

• Does EMO Trans really have solutions, or 
would they rather just sweep it under the rug?

• I wonder how will this impact my role
• I want to be informed/empowered

THINK
• They’re an awesome company to work for
• They are a leader/partner in sustainability
• What I do has an impact
• They are value driven

“I need resources that help me 
pitch to our customers and clients.” 
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BENEFITS & PROOF POINTS
WHY WHAT YOU DO MATTERS
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Benefits Ladder

PERSONA BENEFIT

UNIQUE STRENGTHS

PROOF POINTS

Consultative Guidance

Few physical assets enabled agile pivot into 
sustainability efforts; we leverage our experience to 

guide partners as they transition to greener practices

Credibility/Confidence

We actively lead and participate in green initiatives 
and organizations with leverage to adopt them 

• CDP reporting for five years
• Pledged to reduce scope 1 and 2 emissions 40 percent by 

2030; reducing scope 3 emissions 20 percent by 2030
• Converted forklifts in facilities from propane to electric 

power
• Member of EcoTrans IT World Initiative – developing 

consistent emissions calculation methodology
• Purchasing carbon offsets for Scope 1 & 2 emissions (3rd

party verified)
• All EMO Trans clients can purchase carbon offsets through 

Texas Capricorn Ridge Wind Project – a renewable wind 
energy provider

• Eco Trans IT Carbon Emissions Calculator provided free to 
customers

• Clients can purchase carbon offsets through Texas Capricorn 
Ridge Wind Project – a renewable wind energy provider

• Member of EcoTrans IT World Initiative – developing 
consistent emissions calculation methodology

• J. Frigger-Latham serving both on Board and as committee 
chair for Environmental Sustainability Committee of 
Airforwarders Association

• Voluntarily began work in sustainability prior to regulatory 
requirements; began formal sustainability initiative in 2020

• Advice driven by work with partners across supply chain: 
fueling, shipping, hauling, loading and manufacturing. Can 
speak to broader perspective.
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Key Messaging by Benefit
Theme Message Supporting Points

Guidance We haven’t talked about it much, but we’ve been investigating 
sustainability for years now. We’re ready to help our partners take 
the right steps forward. 

• CDP reporting history
• Membership in Eco Trans IT World Initiative
• Formally established sustainability initiative in 2020
• Appointed Corporate Sustainability Manager

Credibility Our clients inspired us to dig deeper into sustainability efforts and 
options. We’ve always been responsive to their needs, and this is 
an example of how great partnerships benefit everyone. We’re 
better for adopting it, we do better, and we do better for our clients, 
too.

• Uptick in sales when sustainable options introduced
• Some prospects self-select out without sustainable 

options
• Actual fact of clients requesting sustainable choices

Credibility We’re doing our part to reduce our industry’s carbon footprint, and 
we have the receipts to prove it. Not only do we pay for carbon 
offsets for the Scope 1 and 2 emissions we produce, we’ve
pledged to actively reduce them 40% by 2030. Even though 
Scope 3 emissions are largely outside our control, we’re still 
pledging to reduce them 20% by 2030. We’re committed for the 
long haul.

• CDP reporting history
• Purchased Scope 1 & 2 offsets for 2021
• Transition to electric forklifts in EMO Trans 

warehouses
• Free emissions calculator to help partners reduce 

emissions.

Guidance We keep abreast of the latest thinking in sustainability in our 
industry. In fact, we’re some of the folks doing the latest thinking. 
We’re looking at ways to consistently measure and report 
emissions across our industry, and we are actively involved in 
work to reduce those emissions through membership in industry 
associations.

• Membership in Eco Trans IT World Initiative
• Leadership: Airforwarders Association (on Board, 

and also chair Environmental Sustainability 
Committee)

Guidance Wherever you are in your own shift to sustainable practices, we’re 
here to help and advise you. We give you options that let you 
move at a pace that is itself sustainable for business, and good for 
the planet.

• Emission calculator available to customers
• Carbon offset availability
• Knowledge of sustainable marine/air fuel options
• Reporting assistance for regulatory compliance
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BRAND POSITIONING 
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Brand Positioning Statement

BRAND

THAT PROVIDES

UNLIKE

BENEFITS

IS A

FOR Companies involved in logistics, manufacturing and supply chain industries

EMO Trans

Shipping logistics company

Efficient, progressive, completely vetted end-to-end solutions for sustainable shipping

Logistics companies that focus on short-term workarounds, or which merely pay lip service
to sustainability mandates

EMO Trans aims to be an authoritative resource and voice on behalf of sustainability for 
all its clients and customers, and to stay in front of long-term efforts to reduce carbon 
footprint and develop green alternatives to traditional industry practices. 
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BRAND POSITIONING STATEMENT 

For companies involved in logistics, manufacturing, transport and supply 
chain industries, EMO Trans is a shipping logistics company that provides 
efficient, progressive, completely vetted end-to-end solutions for 
sustainable, earth-friendly shipping. Unlike other logistics companies that 
focused on short-term workarounds, or whose track records reveal a 
preference for minimal commitment to sustainability mandates, EMO Trans 
works to be an authoritative resource and voice on behalf of sustainability 
for all its clients and customers, and to stay in front of long-term efforts to 
reduce carbon footprint and develop green alternatives to traditional 
industry practices. We invest our thought and resources not to help 
ourselves keep up, but to help you lead the way.
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ELEVATOR PITCH
FOR A RIDE TO THE THIRD FLOOR, OR ONE TO THE NINTH FLOOR
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Elevator Pitches

Short (47 words)

EMO Trans is a shipping logistics company that coordinates air, sea and land transport. We’re also figuring 
out how to do it sustainably, and inviting our clients and partners to join us in what is, after all, a group 
effort: a cleaner, greener approach to our industry.

Long (101 words)

EMO Trans is a shipping logistics company that coordinates air, sea and land transport. But more than just 
getting things from one place to another, we’re taking the lead on identifying and offering sustainable ways 
to do it. We share our clients’ vision of a cleaner, greener approach to supply chain logistics, and we’re 
helping them realize it. That may be small things like carbon offsets now; it can be bold commitments to 
emissions reduction over several years. One thing we know: It has to be a group effort if it’s to succeed. 
We’re proud to be part of that work. 


